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Short Bunches / High Currents in the S

In 1998 Measurements of the longitudinal wakefields, in agre
onstrated the production ofσz=50µm bunches in the reverse be

with a bunch charge of 3.5x1010e-. (K. Bane, P. Emma, M. Minty
Pub-7781).

Analysis of the data indicates that bunch lengths ofσz=25µm, with

were produced in the “reverse bend” region of the arc.

X-ray generation: With the addition of a simple undulator, ~110 
could be produced in a <200 femtosecond pulse.

Other Applications

Electron beam studies: Both NLC and LCLS use short electro
could allow study of wake field, and stability issues associate

Plasma / Wakefield acceleration:The high peak currents ~15 
high accelerating gradients.
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SLC Layout

Simulations indicate that short bunches can be produced any
bend and the Final Focus. So far, the shortest simulated bunc
bend region. Bunch lengths ofσz< 50µm are also possible in the

With modest beamline modifications, approximately 7 Meters
Reverse bend region. Considerably more space is available 
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Generating Short Bunches

The longitudinal wakefield in the SLC Linac generates a corr
beam.

This energy spread couples to the dispersion in the arc to pr

The position of minimum bunch length is adjusted by operati
(in our case slightly decreasing the correlated energy spread

Simulations:

Use measured damping ring energy spread

Use chirp from operating off-peak in the accelerator (exa

Use longitudinal wake field in the accelerator. (first order

Use calculated Arc dispersion (to second order), and sy

Simulation results agree with experiments (measured energy
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Evidence for Short Bunches in the
Orbit shift through the Arc is a measure of beam energy loss.
intudinal wakes in the arcs is consistent with a minimum bu

Measurements done during SLC run at 3.5x1010e-,
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Simulated bunch for 46GeV (experiment
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Simulated bunch for 30GeV (not opt
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X-Ray Production: Wavelength

Undulators produce an output wavelength of

Whereλu is the undulator wavelength, andK is the undulator str

λ Angstroms[ ] 1305.6
E
----=
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X-Ray Production: Intensity
(following H. Wiedemann in “Handbook of Accelerator Physics and

With Np the number of periods in an undulator of lengthL, the spe
radiation (in the forward direction for the fundamental) is

The energy loss for an electron in a helical undulator is

with approximately 60% of the energy in the fundamental for

The number of photons is proportional to Np, K
2 (for small K)

The photons are emitted in an opening angle cone of 1/γ. The pho

bandwidth are emitted in an opening cone of . T

∆ω/ω are

The number of photons per bandwidth depends linearly on th
ber of periods in the undulator, and is independent of the bea
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X-Ray production: Brightness
The angular spread of the X-rays adds in quadrature with the

tron beam.  withεn the normalized beam emittance,β th

The effective radius of the X-ray source is the sum in quadra

radius, and the diffraction limit of the X-rays (small in our cas

The brightness  is weakly dependant on the beam

θ θu
2 εn

γβ
------+=

R

B
Nw

4π2θ2
R

2
----------------------=

Plot of brightness in units of

1024 photons/s/mm2/mr2/0.1%BW,
vs. beam beta function in Meters.
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System Parameters

Electron beam parameters

Undulator Parameters

Beam energy 30GeV (20(?) to 46 possible (with last 10 s

Bunch charge 3.5x1010 e- (output linear in charge)

Emittanceεn 50π mm-mr round. (Flat beams may give hig

Bunch length 25µm, (75 femtoseconds) RMS(needs to be v

Beta function βx=7 meters,βy=55 meters (easy match into 

Repetition rate 10Hz, 120Hz possible

Type Helical - electromagnetic

Wavelength 0.4 meters (chosen for center 

Length 7.5 meters (available in reverse

Strength parameter “K” 1.0

B field on axis 270 Gauss (long wavelength giv
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Expected X-ray output

*γ s-1 mm-2 mr-2 (0.1% Bandwidth)-1

X-Ray Energy,
@ 30GeV

14KeV, 0.9 A

@ 20GeV 6.3KeV, 1.9 A

@ 46GeV 33KeV, 0.37 A

Photons per pulse7x109

Photons, 5% BW 8x108

Peak Brightness 1.8x1024 *

Pulse Width  <200 fsec FWHM

Comparison with other Sources
page 12 SLAC North
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Undulator Design

Long wavelength requires a low magnetic field, allowing a ve
tor design

A air cooled undulator using two windings of standard power
work.

Water cooled designs using a single turn of magnet w

Operating Current per winding 500A, at 2.4V (+

Cable rating (free air, 40oC ambient) 630A

Power dissipation 160W/meter, 120

4/0 Cable, PFA insulation, 200C rating

1cm ID, 1mm wall vacuum chamber

Undulator Cross Section33o
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Beam Line Modifications
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Beamline Modifications:

Remove existing collimators and Skew quad
Replace four 16cm quadrupoles with four 27cm magnets fro
Replace four 15cm quadrupoles with two 54cm magnets from
Replace inner two 50cm bends with 90cm bends from FF
Replace outer two bends with inner two
Add two new power supplies (30V, 500A)
Modify vacuum chambers
Construct X-ray extraction vacuum chamber
Modify two exit quadrupoles to allow X-ray beam clearance
Build helical undulator.
Move all magnets in X and Z.

Estimated cost is ~$400K.
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Technical Issues
RF Stability: While short bunches are producedsomewhere in the
accelerator phase settings, placing the minimum length at a 

bend) will require RF phase stability of <1o S-band. A feedback 
could be used, if a suitable bunch length measurement were

Beam Separation / Synchrotron Backgrounds:The magnet tha
beam from the photon beam will produce synchrotron light. T
output angle from the undulator is comparable to the undulato
for the Synchrotron radiation is about 3MeV, so it should be s
from the 10KeV X-rays.

Beam Emittance:The beam emittance has not been measure
short bunches were produced. Give our conservative emittan
be a problem.

Overall technical risk is low: Short bunches have already bee
tion. Since this is a spontaneous source, failure of the beam 
mance will only result in a gradual reduction in the system pe
minimum required performance.
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Experimental Area
This is a substantial weakness in the proposed rev

The available space is behind the Arc beamline, about 0.5M w
is unimproved, limited accessibility, and electrical power.

Probably need to set up the X-ray experimental optics on a ta
table into position in the Arc.

Many short pulse X-ray experiments require a (complex). fem
north Arc beamline passes under an existing laser lab in buil
approximately 150 meters from the reverse bend.If necessary, a m
dug, and an optical beamline installed.

Note: This is not a “User Facility” Rather it is intended to allo
experiments.

UndulatorTunnel

X-rays
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Alternate Locations

SLC Final Focus: The Final Focus tunnel provides considera
is not clear that the pulse lengths can be made as short.

Increased space allows a 20Meter undulator (higher brig
experimental area.

The best solutions so far give a 40-60µm bunch. Further op
improve this.

FFTB Tunnel: This location provides much more beam space

Increased space allows a 20Meter undulator (higher brig
experimental area.

Generation of short pulses would required the addition of
the Linac (not modeled).100µm appears to be the minimu

Interaction with LCLS installation - advantages and disa
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Applications for the X-ray light - LCLS

This system will produce X-ray pulses with similar wavelen
LCLS (although at 7 orders of magnitude less 

Temporal Measurement: The LCLS will need to measure the
the X-ray beam (or possibly the electron beam) with sub-pico
techniques work at low powers, they could be tested with the

X-ray opticsdevelopment: New techniques (e.g. temporal disp
required for visible light optics when pulse lengths were drop
femtoseconds. Similar techniques may needed to be develop

X-ray pulse compression: The LCLS is considering compres
dispersive optical system (similar to chirp pulse techniques in
source could easily provide a chirped X-ray pulse to test this

User experiment development: The availability of short pulse X
develop / debug parts of their experimental apparatus before t
available.
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Applications for the X-ray light - Other Ex

Until LCLS and other 4th generation light sources are operatin
vide the shortest pulse high intensity X-rays available. While
in size, a variety of simple physics / chemistry experiments m

Jerry Hastings from BNL has indicated that a source of this in
would be useful for a variety of time resolved diffraction expe
second laser would also bee needed for these experiments.

Tom Rabedeau from SSRL looked at the available experime
would be adequate for some X-ray experiments.
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Electron Beam Experiments

The short bunch, high current electron beam in the reverse be
ety of accelerator physics and diagnostics experiments

Bunch length diagnostics: Both the NLC and LCLS expect to
(σ~100µm for NLC, 5-25µm for LCLS) bunches. Instrumentatio
lengths and timing needs to be developed.

Wakefields: Both the NLC and LCLS need to understand wak
bunches.

CoherentSynchrotronRadiation: The short bunches and high e
surements of CSR.

Collective damage effects: The primary source of collimator da
to be high current collective effects (e.g. wall current heating
the arc would allow experimental tests of these effects.
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Advanced Accelerator Experime

Plasma Wakefield Acceleration: The high electron density, 15k

Rb=40X120µm bunch has an electron density>1016 e-/cm3 which

duction of very high acceleration gradients.

High frequency structuretests: The beam could be used to test
structures.

These accelerator tests could continue after the LCLS becom
the arc X-ray source.
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Summary

Very short,σz=25µm, high current ~15kA bunches are believe

the SLC Arc reverse bend.

With some relatively low cost beamline modifications, and th
lator, a unique short pulse, high brightness X-ray source cou

The electron beam and X-rays would be valuable for testing 
NLC:

Bunch length and timing diagnostics, Femtoseco

The electron beam could be used for accelerator physics tes

Wakefields, Collective beam damage, C

The electron beam could be used for advanced accelerator t

Wakefield acceleration, High frequency str


